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START TIMERGood afternoon and thank you to everyone who is joining us. I'm Emma, and during the year I’m a senior at Tulane University studying biomedical engineering. This summer I’ve had the pleasure of working with Dr. David Hoogerheide at the NCNR on Bilayer Overtone Analysis.



Physiological Homeostasis

TolTech VH Dissector Copyright © 2019 Touch of Life Technologies Inc. All rights 
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Almén MS, Nordström KJ, Fredriksson R, Schiöth HB (August 2009). "Mapping the 
human membrane proteome: a majority of the human membrane proteins can be 
classified according to function and evolutionary origin". BMC Biology. 7: 50. 
doi:10.1186/1741-7007-7-50. PMC 2739160. PMID 19678920.

Organization:
● Internal environment ≠ External 

environment

Compartmentalization:
● Cells → Tissues → Organs → Organ 

systems
● No global variables!

Unsteady equilibrium:
● Is complete stability a good thing?
● Newton’s Third Law of Motion

Maintaining unsteady equilibrium 
between constantly fluctuating internal 

and external environments

Kidney
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Homeostasis is like the regulatory agency of the body keeping you alive through all of life’s many changes.A important point about homeostasis is that, and here’s kind of where latin fails us, homeostasis involves maintaining an unsteady equilibrium between constantly fluctuating environments. The only time we’re in a steady equilibrium is when we’re dead. Homeostasis also relies on two key principles of biology- organization of distinct internal and external environments, and compartmentalization of body cavities. In order for these two things to be true, it is absolutely critical that some biological structure exists to keep everything separate, but also carefully integrated. Thus, we have the cell membrane.To illustrate the importance of keeping things anatomically separate, we can appreciate all that our organs are able to do in their distinct environments and systems. But something I’ve come to appreciate as a biomedical engineer is how little we know about our organs….and what they actually look like. So to wake everyone up before lunch, (and spoiler- your heart isn’t heart shaped), let’s take a minute…top left, anatomical right- livertop right, anatomical left- kidneysecond row, left- pancreassecond row, right- lungbottom row, left- stomachbottom row, right- cerebellum



Lipid Bilayer

Lodish H, Berk A, Zipursky SL, et al. Molecular Cell Biology. 4th edition. 
New York: W. H. Freeman; 2000. Section 3.4, Membrane Proteins. 
Available from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21570/

Structure: BI-LAYER (two leaflets)
● Separated by some distance
● Hydrophobic (non-polar) and hydrophilic 

(polar) organization
● Separation of charge on two surfaces 

across a distance?

Transport: proteins and ions!
● Diffusion vs. transport
● Many classes of 

membrane proteins
● Structure, function, 

membrane interaction
● Signaling, communication, 

etc.

Transmembrane

Peripheral
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As a brief reminder of what the cell membrane looks like, we can imagine a bilayer organized with hydrophilic lipid heads facing outward, and hydrophobic lipid tails facing inward. The cell membrane interacts with various proteins and ions to mediate diffusion, transport, and cell signaling pathways. These charged species are critical for the structure and function of the lipid bilayer, however very little is understood about ‘how’ proteins and ions actually interact with the bilayer surface. Language like “thought to be” and “predicted to be” is often used when classifying membrane proteins, as their hydrophobic surfaces make structural and functional characterization difficult. However, we can use the very unique structure of the cell membrane to investigate electrochemical signals associated with protein and ion binding. So, hear me out- the cell membrane consists of two, charged, parallel leaflets separated by some distance….and so we have a biological capacitor that charges and discharges as a function of voltage...and a few other things that we’ll get into. (CLICK POINTER)These electrical signals and charge polarities are relatively small and incredibly sensitive to physical and chemical stimulus. Thus, there is a great need for biophysical tools that reliably reproduce specifically these free-standing bilayers so that tiny fluctuations in transmembrane potential can be studied in total electrochemical isolation, and aren’t dominated by signals from a given substrate.Which brings us to….bilayer overtone analysis, or BOA for short!



Lipid Bilayer: Functional Model

Biophysical translation:

- +

Basic principle:
● Asymmetry of the membrane results in an 

intrinsic transmembrane potential
○ Charges (ions) build up on each side of the 

membrane
● Membrane behaves like a squishy capacitor

○ Interactions with ions and proteins result in 
changes in the transmembrane pressure

○ Bilayer shrinks and expands! And we can 
model that!

+
-
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To understand what a BOA actually is, I think it’s most helpful to first understand what it can do as a biophysical tool.So if we first just consider the electrochemical cell shown to the right, and then consider that somewhere inside that cell we have a tiny free-standing lipid bilayer. At the site of that bilayer, the properties of lipids result in some intrinsic transmembrane potential that causes the buildup of charge on each leaflet. If we think of these leaflets as the charge separation of our capacitor, and the buffer solution as the parallel plates, we can imagine that as charge builds up it changes the distance between plates by applying some transmembrane pressure. When the distance between leaflets changes, so does the capacitance. Capacitance is a therefore a function of both voltage (charge buildup) and time (changes in the distance between capacitor ‘plates’), and we can explore this dependence with the following equations...



Lipid Bilayer: Functional Model

Katz D.M. Physics for Scientists and Engineers: Foundations and 
Connections. Cengage Learning; Boston, MA, USA: 2016

Biophysical 
translation:

Capacitor equations:

- +
+
-

𝑖𝑖2 =
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Some of these relationships might look familiar, specifically that charge Q is the product of capacitance C and voltage V. Current is defined as the movement of charge over time (a time derivative). These relationships are relatively simple to derive, until we explore the time dependence and non-linearity of capacitance. But at the end of all the math, we have a characteristic equation to describe the current across a lipid bilayer as a function of voltage, capacitance, and time (with a few constants thrown in). We use this equation to calculate binding coefficients (point),So we have equations to model how the bilayer behaves upon interactions with ions and proteins (charged species), but if only we had a biophysical tool that would allow us to manipulate this behavior and actually measure the cause (the binding) and effect (membrane response) of charged species in real time….. which is where the BOA comes in.



What is a BOA?   

Component pieces:
● Lock-in amplifier- SR860
● Control software and GUI- for DAQ!
● Physical cell, teflon partition, 

aluminum chamber
● Silver chloride electrodes
● Electromagnetic shielding, vibration 

isolation stage

Electric 
shielding

Biophysical tool: semi-bio, semi-physical!
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A large part of my project this summer was dedicated to physically assembling the BOA, updating software for the brand new shiny amplifier, and generally revamping the whole set-up for software compatibility. Then, and only then, could I actually ‘make’ a free-standing lipid bilayer. The electric signals that are picked up by the electrodes you see here are incredibly sensitive to background noise- frequencies, AC power sources, magnetic interference, physical vibration, etc. So a lot of the setup here is mostly shielding, but inside the faraday cage is the electrochemical cell, silver chloride electrodes (that act as a chlorine pump), and tiny (100um) perforation where the membrane is formed.Outside of the cage is the SR860 lock-in amplifier that isolates these tiny electrical signals of a given frequency (we’re interested in the first, second, and third harmonics of the signal) and extracts them from the noisy background environment.Control software for the amplifier includes the GUI you see to the left, which is used to execute scans of the voltage and record data on the capacitance, voltage offset, and slope of the membrane signal. It also has a zap button, which does exactly what it sounds like it does!



Electrical Signal & Measurement

Tubulin on biomimetic mitochondrial membranes, David P. Hoogerheide, 
Sergei Y. Noskov, Daniel Jacobs, Lucie Bergdoll, Vitalii Silin, David L. 
Worcester, Jeff Abramson, Hirsh Nanda, Tatiana K.Rostovtseva, Sergey M. 
Bezrukov, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences May 2017, 
114 (18) E3622-E3631; DOI:10.1073/pnas.1619806114

SR860 Lockin amplifier:
● f0 ≈ 2kHz, measure current at 2f0 

● Measure capacitance (first 
harmonic), 𝑉𝑉ac = 75mV

● Scan 𝑉𝑉dc from -50 - 50 mV over 8s
○ Wait at 0V for transients
○ Measure second harmonic 

amplitude (slope) and phase 
(offset)

50mV

-50mV

X – in-phase component
Y – out-of-phase component
DC - voltage scan
𝛳𝛳 – degree offset
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BOA is sensitive to the local transmembrane potential across a lipid bilayer, and how we detect these signals is important. Ideally, we would like to measure at a high cutoff frequency for membrane stability, but too high a frequency overloads the amplifier input. A higher voltage scan would also be nice, but too large of a voltage breaks the membrane or introduces more transients. The basic measurement process involves a capacitance measurement (first harmonic), then a voltage scan (-50-50mV over 8s) where the second and third harmonics are measured. The second harmonic reveals information about the slope and offset voltage, where the third harmonic involves a direct measurement of alpha (parametrization coefficient that describes how the bilayer separation changes with voltage, about 3% at 1V). To give a more physiological perspective, if one leaflet of the bilayer had charged headgroups and the other leaflet had uncharged headgroups, we would see a very large BOA signal (100 mV or more). Or, we can use it to see charged proteins sticking to one side of a bilayer with an asymmetric transmembrane potential. We can also investigate things like binding and dissociation constants (Kd)



Experimental Methods

Redondo-Morata, L.; Giannotti, M.I.; Sanz, F. Structural impact of cations on 
lipid bilayer models: Nanomechanical properties by AFM-force 
spectroscopy. Molecular Membrane Biology 2014, 31, 17.

Lipids: DOPC, DOPS, DOPC/PS
● ~75ug lipid suspended on top of 1M KCl 7.0pH 

buffer solution (~1mL total cell volume)
● 1% hexadecane- to make things “sticky” at ~13um
● ~30-60min equilibration period

○ Foil shielding, stirring, voltage scan
● Divalent ion series: 100uM-100mM in 5-25uL 

increments
○ 2x concentration KCl buffer of equal volume 

added to opposite side as control
○ Contents weighed for more accurate 

concentration

Zwitterionic (net neutral) Anionic (charged)

cis

trans
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This summer I mostly studied the interactions of a few membrane compositions with divalent ions (Mg2+ and Ca2+). In order to establish a baseline measurement with optimized scan parameters, it was important to experiment with both a charged membrane and an uncharged/net neutral membrane of relatively stable composition. Our experimental conditions consisted of pure DOPC, pure DOPS,  and one side DOPC and the other DOPS- an asymmetric membrane that we used to calibrate charge density. Initially I struggled a lot with the stability of a given membrane, but by increasing the salt content of the buffer solution I was able to form more stable membranes that didn’t snap over the course of their equilibration time.To form a free-standing membrane, ~75ug lipid is added to the surface of the buffer. We treat the partition with a 1% hexadecane solution to make the partition more smooth and adhesive to the lipid film, and then raise the levels of the buffer above the hole in the partition and hope that a bilayer membrane forms!If a membrane doesn’t form, typically we add more lipid, add more hexadecane, unclog the hole, and hope for the best. After a stable equilibration period, 5-25uL of concentrated divalent ion solutions are added to the cis side of the cell to progressively reach concentrations of 100uM-100mM. Too saturated of a solution will break the membrane, while too large a volume will affect the equilibration point between additions. As a control, an equal volume of 2x concentrated KCl stock is added to the trans side of the cell to ensure that 2 Cl- ions are added for every divalent (2+) ion. Capacitance typically increases with an increase in volume, so it’s imperative that we both control for volume and ionic strength on each side of the membrane.



Experimental Results: Asymmetric membrane

Offset voltage (mV) Standard deviation

-62.148 0.050

Asymmetric membrane: DOPC (cis), DOPS (trans)

Charge density (cis):
−62𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉 ≈ 1𝑒𝑒−/0.66𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚2

-
Trans

+
Cis

DOPC
(Net neutral)

DOPS
(Charged)

- - - - -
-
-
-

DOPS vs DOPC: high salt
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The asymmetric membrane case illustrates an important biophysical relationship about the charge density of lipid headgroups. In this membrane, the cis leaflet is formed with the net neutral (zwitterionic) DOPC lipid species, while the trans leaflet is formed with the negatively charged (anionic) DOPS lipid species. This results in an asymmetric polarity of the membrane, which we can see in the voltage offset equilibrating to ~62mV. The average result of three trials with standard is reported below, and from this data we were able to calculate a charge density coefficient that we can use to visualize how ‘much’ charge is sitting at the surface of the membrane. A -62mV voltage offset is equal to ~ 1e- per 0.66 nm2



Experimental Results

DOPS: high salt
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Asymmetric membrane: DOPC (cis), DOPS (trans)

Offset voltage (mV) Standard deviation

-62.148 0.050
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We used this calibration to consider the voltage offset response of both a pure DOPS and pure DOPC membrane to progressive concentrations of calcium. Shown here is the response of the pure DOPS membrane, with voltage offset as a function of concentration on the left, and capacitance and slope as a function of time on the right- these graphs might look more exciting, because you can see the physical stimulus to the system when I add some volume of calcium, dink the membrane with a pipette tip, rustle the foil shielding, etc. and then the signal settles back down. We expect capacitance to increase with increasing volume of the cell. As expected with the charged DOPS membrane, the offset increases exponentially with concentration. 



Experimental Results
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Asymmetric membrane: DOPC (cis), DOPS (trans)

Offset voltage (mV) Standard deviation

-62.148 0.050
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Similar experiments were performed with the pure, uncharged DOPC membrane. We can see here that there is less of a response with the addition of charged ion species, which is to be expected with a neutral membrane that doesn’t have the same electric polarity to draw in positive ions, at least at these concentrations. We can also see the capacitance and slope as a function of time on the right, which unfortunately doesn’t show the same stability as in the DOPS membrane. 



Experimental Conclusions

DOPC (uncharged): 
DOPS (charged): 

Charge density (cis):
−62𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉 ≈ 1𝑒𝑒−/0.66𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚2

DOPC vs DOPS: high salt
DOPS: high salt

Asymmetric membrane: DOPC (cis), DOPS (trans)

Offset voltage (mV) Standard deviation

-62.148 0.050
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Here we can see both the uncharged (DOPC) membrane with the results from the charged (DOPS) membrane to better understand the magnitude of the voltage offset for each case. It’s more obvious how little a response is observed with the uncharged (DOPC, circles) membrane vs the charged (DOPS) membrane. Cool! That’s what we would hope to see if physically we know that opposite charges attract! On the right we can also see charge density as a function of concentration, as well as surface charge (potential) as a function of concentration. What we observe at these concentrations is dominated by a few physical effects, specifically local concentration and ion interaction in proximity of the bilayer.This means that a calculation of association constant (or binding constant) extrapolated from these results is actually much weaker than what we observe at the site of the bilayer based on an assortment of collective biophysical or biochemical effects.



Discussion & Future Experiments

Pros of this set-up:
● We can ‘see’ everything!

Cons of this set-up:
● We can see everything

Future experiments:
● Phospholipases and mutant forms

○ Study integral and peripheral membrane proteins
● Try more concentrated solutions of divalent ions
● Optimize membrane formation at a lower salt concentration

○ Study less concentrated solutions of divalent ions

Lingering questions:
● What are the markers of a stable membrane at high salt?

○ At low salt we can look at the slope
● What are the effects of hexadecane?

○ At the torus and bilayer interior

Complementary technique:
Integrate with other biophysical tools to get the complete picture1
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Arguably one of the biggest game-changers I was able to implement in this BOA set-up is the continuous voltage scan function on the SR860 amplifier. Not only did this speed up the data acquisition process (a point per 1min down to ~20seconds), but it also allowed us to collect far more data than is necessarily characteristic of the electrical signal. Through much optimization, we hope to have found the balance between oversampling and still effectively curve-fitting, but this still means that there are a lot of signals present in the data that haven’t been ‘seen’ before. Some of these signals may correspond to the presence of unevaporated solvent, or physical impedances to the electrodes, but without more trials it’s difficult to distinguish what could be ‘normal’ noise vs. significant biophysical markers of the membrane. So, as a general source for improvement of the biophysical tool, I would like to work more with creating a standard for equilibrating the membrane to minimize the presence of transient signals. Future experiments include studying more protein binding, and even compared to mutant species. Especially interesting would be to study the action of phospholipases that cleave the charged lipid headgroups and could, in theory, produce an asymmetric membrane. Additionally, it’s important to note that bilayer overtone analysis yields two very important values (offset and slope) that have important chemical and physical implications, and require a lot of ‘translating’ using additional information. This tool is most valuable when used as a complementary technique to other biophysical methods.
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I have been so fortunate this summer to have had the opportunity to learn so much, do so much, and have so much fun at the NCNR. A special thank you to Dr. David Hoogerheide for all his time and energy in teaching me more than just the BOA ropes. Additionally, a few other friends at NCNR for their support and comedic relief, and our NCNR SURF directors for being our fearless leaders. It’s been another wonderful summer here at NIST!
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And I think we have some time for a few questions?
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